17th and 18th Century Burney Collection Newspapers
An unparalleled digital archive opening up new possibilities in historical research

The newspapers and news pamphlets gathered by the Reverend
Charles Burney (1757-1817) represent the largest single collection
of 17th and 18th century English news media available anywhere.
The original Burney volumes are now in a fragile condition and
have been restricted from ordinary reading room use. And, until
recently, the primary access has been through microfilm.
Now, thanks to Gale’s partnership with the British Library, this
digital collection can be full-text searched and easily accessed by
scholars and researchers worldwide, opening up new possibilities
of research in British and colonial history, literature, business,
genealogy and more.

200 years of accounts
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17th and 18th Century Burney Collection Newspapers
includes nearly 1,270 pamphlets, proclamations, newsbooks and
newspapers from the period. The titles range in date from 1603 to
the early 1800s — from England, Ireland, Scotland and a handful
of papers from British colonies in the Americas and Asia.
These 200 years of accounts are an essential research tool for
the study of British history and culture at crucial periods in the
nation’s development as a world power. Plus, cultural trends,
political currents and social problems reflected in the Burney
Collection Newspapers give freshness and immediacy to
historical events.

FEATURES:
	Contains approximately 1,270
titles — from London, British Isles
and the colonies
	Nearly 1 million newspaper pages
	Newspapers, newsbooks, Acts of
Parliament, addresses, broadsides,
pamphlets, proclamations
	The most comprehensive
collection of early English
newspapers
	Employs new conservation
techniques (new imaging)
	Gale platform endorsed by the
British Library

Search capabilities
	Fully text searchable
	View entire pages or individual
articles
	Save, bookmark, e-mail and
print results
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British Chronicle
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Original Weekly Journal

British Journal

Hoey’s Dublin Mercury

Spectator

Daily Courant

London Chronicle

St. James’s Chronicle

Daily Gazetteer

London Evening Post

Tatler

Daily Post

London Gazette

Whitehall Evening Post

Evening Post

London Morning Penny Post
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Access all the Burney treasures
For many titles, the 17th and 18th Century Burney Collection Newspapers is the only substantial collection
of issues available in the world. While many Burney newspapers are well known, other pamphlets and
broadsides included in the collection have remained largely hidden. Newly digitized, all Burney treasures
are now fully text-searchable in Gale Digital Collections.

Supports all forms of historical research
The Burney Collection Newspapers are a primary source of first resort for all forms of historical research
related to the 17th and 18th centuries in Britain or the world, including:
 olitical history. Delve into the news coverage of
P
the principal events of the English Civil War (including
the execution of Charles I); read about the call for
political reform and the attacks on George III’s
ministers for the terms they had agreed in the Treaty of
Paris, which ended the Seven Years’ War;
and much more.
Economic and business history. Amass and analyze
all sorts of economic information — prices of stocks
and shares, shipping information and more.
Literary history. Uncover essays, poems, and more
substantial works published in parts within both
newspapers and periodicals and how these works were
received at the time.
History of trades. See how trades are represented in
the advertisements, including the book trade which is
particularly well documented through advertisements
for forthcoming and already published books, including
publication dates and prices.

 istory of advertising. Explore the advertisements
H
as a developing genre, as well as source of information
on disparate topics — medicines (quack or otherwise),
goods to be sold, property to be sold or leased, runaway
servants, lost or stolen personal effects and many
others.
History of theater. Learn from theater advertisements,
criticism of their repertoire as well as gossip about the
players.
History of individuals. Unearth a rich source of
information about individuals, useful to family as
well as social historians, not only in the form of notices
of births, marriages and deaths, but also through the
many individual men, women, and children (of every
social standing) mentioned in British newspapers.
There are aristocrats, gentry, merchants, tradesmen,
authors, doctors, entrepreneurs, and many others who
are the subjects of surprising, morally improving or
amusing anecdotes.
History of the press. Chart the development of the
concepts of ‘news’, ‘newspapers’ and the ‘free press’.
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Basic Search, Advanced Search, Publication Search, Browse Publications
by Location and more give users multiple ways to access the wealth of
information found in the Burney newspapers.
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